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ACROSS 
1. One sending short messages to where they’re 
viewed oddly (7) 
5. A dynasty encompassing first and last is great (7) 
9. Lies are confounded about it, revealing truths (9) 
10. A short way to say “do it two times over”? (5) 
11. Sly drunk at pub with spirit (5) 
12. Kind of college with English professor teaching 
abroad has a student (9) 
13. Enjoyed oneself having taken up with bore (9) 
16. Return and surrender (5) 
17. Source of original sin found in cheap pleasures? 
(5) 
18. Place inside arrivals for those such as 17ac (9) 
20. Conditions team to take on bit of work (9) 
23. Film category certain to command a lot of interest 
(5) 
25. Make tender chuck steak, initially not rare (5) 
26. Writer tips back drink, consuming small quantity 
with type of cordial (5,4) 
27. Brings down flier, sends spinning around (7) 
28. Name after Henry Wood for 1ac’s subject (7) 
 

DOWN  
1. Suddenly presses charges, having admitted 
homicide at first (7) 
2. Emmanuel Macron’s premiers aren’t good with 
contemporary message (5) 
3. Sound including loud bass - this enables the hip to 
arrange knees-up? (9) 
4. Lift shafts, by the sound of it (5) 
5. Taking lead off pet foolish when back in city (9) 
6. Check profit of car company - Tesla (5) 
7. Rambling with free rein around start of trail leads to 
trespass (9) 
8. Galileo vacantly gazed and searched (7) 
14. Having people propose marriage with classy old 
diamond (9) 
15. Somewhat gooey state of cake tins cooked with 
bit of sponge contained within (9) 
16. Video stars addressing roots? (9) 
17. Shop has fierce women (7) 
19. Woman has casual sex in affair (7) 
21. Odd not having imperial unit for short distance (5) 
22. His invisible hand is dextrous one (5) 
24. A tub at sea, storing oxygen? (1-4) 

 
 






